Yamaha xs bobber

The world of motorcycles is witnessing new and improved models each day. They keep craving
for new models with better performance. The expectations on the style of these motorcycles
reach the sky as the big brands keep competing for one another in this segment. Though there
are new versions which are on the verge of release, there are some old classics which should
never be forgotten. Some classic motorcycles have become part of history and will always stay
in the hearts of motorcycle enthusiasts. One such bike is the XS Bobber from Yamaha. The XS
Bobber otherwise known as Yamaha XS was part of the motorcycle segment, which came
around the years from to They were actually denoted as the identical versions of the XS Bobber
platform. The mentioned XS Bobber from Yamaha came up with a straight twin engine. This
engine had a degree crank angle. This angle was particularly set as it will reduce linear
vibrations, although it will happen at the cost of partial axial vibration. This engine of XS Bobber
is a four stroke one with the air-cooled option along with overhead-cam. This is possible
because it is a cc engine. Talking about the transmission of the XS00 it does have a 6-speed
transmission. Along with this, it comes with a 6 friction disk clutch combined with wet plate and
chain drive. Also including these features is the self-canceling turn signals and tachometer.
There are also electric and kick-starting options to this vehicle. The XS is even equipped with
adjustable rear shock absorbers apart from an automatic fuel petcock in addition to the center
stand option. When taken into consideration the prior models and the economic models they
came with drum brakes and spoke wheels. This, however, did not seem to last as the later
models seemed to have considerable changes. The upgraded models even carried cast alloy
wheels along with hydraulic disc brake options. The even further models were found with
upgrades where the initial mechanical points ignition system was changed to a modern solid
state electronic system. The engine displacement can be spotted with the number mentioned in
the model name. Apart from the displacement talks, the models inclusive of the cc, cc, and the
cc versions were considered to be similar. There were some changes in the economy section
which were seen in XSs, XSs, and Xss where the electric starter along with the self-canceling
turn signals was removed. However, models such as the Heritage trim levels and the upgraded
Special did include some styling changes like sweptback handlebars and stepped seats. X
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sale. Runs and rides great! Not a rat bike but not finished out show quality either. Nicks and
dings here and there, chip in the tank powder coat. Frame is primered as a finish. This is my
American Hot Rod build primer and flames! Kickstart only. Freshly rebuilt motor. Softail with a
hard tail look. Tons of great details. One of a kind. Located in San Francisco, CA. Peace and
Grease. Questions and interested parties contact: lgmoto72 gmail. A kick start bike made for the
road. Sprint tank The bike has a clear Washington title and is ready to go down the road If
interested call to set up a time to come check it out Make Yamaha. Model XS. For sale Yamaha

XS, runs great and starts really easy. Newer tires, kicks right over, perfect seat, no tank rust.
Electric start works, but makes noise. No turn signals. Gauges need new boots. Centerstand
only. Clean title. I'm available most of the time, day or night. To be clear I will sell internationally
but I will not assist in the in the process. All shipping responsibility lies with the buyer, thanks!
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less than miles on it. New internal motor components. Custom pipes. New chain. New tires and
brakes. Custom electronics oil bag, New bars and Harley Davidson controls. Custom seat, new
battery. Electric and kick start of course. Both the front and rear fender are now flat black. All of
the manufactured parts on the bike were bought at TC Bros Choppers. Runs great and is fun to
ride. I have a Harley Davidson so I don't need two bikes to ride. Titled as a Yamaha XS Call if
you have any questions. Yamaha XS all custom bobber. For those of you that know these bikes
and the legions of people all over the world building custom bobbers out of these legendary
bullet proof engines, here's one of the nicest builds for sale in the country. Rides like a dream.
Very aggressive. Major attention getter!!! My loss is your gain. Must sell. Alot of time was spent
on making bike look clean. Brakes need fixing. Idles perfectly Clear Iowa Title in my name;
registration up to date I'll help your shipper get it loaded and make myself available Call or
Email with any questions or to set up purchase For sale is a Yamaha xs Hardtailed frame with a
nice comfy spring seat mounted on 4" springs. The bike has a nice set of vintage Frank's forks
with friction stabilizer and fork brace. Many new parts including; TC Bros forward controls,
battery, ignition coil, pamco electronic ignition, spark plugs, fuel filter, rear tire and tube,
rectifier. The carbs have also been cleaned and re-jetted, brand new float valves and seats
installed. Charging system works great. I have put several hours on the bike the past couple
weekends without any problems. There are a couple things the bike could use; new hand grips,
air filters, the rear brake is squeaky and weak, and the fuel cap has leaked fuel onto the tank
causing a couple yellow-ish runs in the paint Due to the lack of air filters, cold starts can be kind
of finicky. It does warm up quickly and runs great after a few seconds. This bike is a blast to
ride, but sadly it must go. I have a video of the bike running, but ebay blocks it. If you would like
me to send you the link please message me with your email address spaced out and typed
completely out xxxxx at gmail d ot com because ebay is a jerk, and blocks those as well. This
bike listing is for a Yamaha Bobber, IL local sale only!! If you can pick up in IL or live in IL
please contact for further details. Emil Williamsburg, VA. Gloucester, VA. Rock Springs, WY.
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Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model XS. For sale is a Yamaha XS street legal Flat Tracker This bike has
a freshly rebuilt motor with every component in great working condition. The bike is a real head
turner, it is styled and trimmed exactly as it would have been on the race track. You can be sure
to get attention on this bike wherever you ride. I have put a ton of money in this bike, and can
show you receipts on all of the items listed below. Note: Due to the age of this motorcycle, it is
not titled, but is completely street legal!! Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model Bobber.
Custom Bobber up for sale. Runs and rides great! Not a rat bike but not finished out show
quality either. Nicks and dings here and there, chip in the tank powder coat. Frame is primered
as a finish. This is my American Hot Rod build primer and flames! Kickstart only. Freshly rebuilt
motor. Softail with a hard tail look. Tons of great details. One of a kind. Located in San
Francisco, CA. Peace and Grease. Questions and interested parties contact: lgmoto72 gmail.
Here is a 72 early Yamaha X2 XS , this bike has faded paint and shows great patina, perfect for
complete restore or ride as is! Has new Mikuni VM carbs, petcocks, gas cap, tank badges,
clip-on bars, 2into1 exhaust, mileage is unknown but runs and rides well frame is strait with no
cracks or welds! Pick up Only will not ship! Contact before purchasing! This was a daily rider
and always well maintained. Has newer Pirelli tires. Starts on the button with no starter kick
back. All electrical works. Needs fork boots that will be supplied with the bike. Also comes with
factory luggage rack not Pictured. Very nice Survivor. A clear KS title in my name. Ask any
Questions. Local pick up preferred and any other shipping arrangements will be up to you. Bike
is for sale locally and if sold I will end this auction. Thanks for looking. Relisting due to non
paying buyer. This bike is original paint and in pretty solid condition for its age. It starts easily ,
runs good , and shifts through the gears. Petcock seals were replaced due to leaking petcock.
Bike has brand new front tire under 5 miles of test riding. Rear tire is near new. Bike could use
some polishing and clean up, but is more than street worthy as is. It has original miles. The bike
may still need some fine tuning, but starts, runs, shifts and stops now. It's one major flaw, is the
dent on the right side of tank. Thankfully, they can be found though! The bike has a clean and

clear, ready to transfer title. I can store for up to 30 days after payment is made, and can work
with your shipper if needed. International buyers are welcome, but please message me before
purchase. This bike is an absolute blast to ride thanks to it's great power to weight ratio, easy
handling and sporty style. Most importantly, it is reliable. This is a turn-key, ready to ride
custom bike that won't cost you an arm and a leg. We have built several of these Hornets and
each customer has been extremely happy with their purchase. This particular motorcycle is a
model with only 8, original miles. Find out more and watch a video of this bike at
Kerstingmotorcycles. Feel free to ask any questions or make an offer on the bike! The bike
starts right up and runs perfect. It is a fresh build so everything is still very clean. The gas tank
has a few minor imperfections in the paint. Not very noticeable at all, but worth mentioning.
Please check out all of the photos and ask any questions you may have. You can also view a
video of this bike on our website Kerstingmotorcycles. All of the other photos are of the exact
bike being advertised. The balance is due within 7 days in the form of cash or certified check
only. The balance can NOT be paid via Paypal. At this time we do not offer financing. If
purchased for a lesser amount, the buyer is responsible for picking up the bike or making
shipping arrangements. Listed below are just a few motorcycle shipping options. We are
located in Collins, New York which is south of Buffalo. COM ; ph. Phone: leave a message if no
answer, we will definitely return your call! Email: info kerstingmotorcycles. This is a custom
built Yamaha XS It was stripped to the frame, which was sand blasted and beautifully powder
coated. Everything has been restored or replaced. Motogadget Mini digital computer with
speedometer, tachometer, odometer, trip, and clock functions. It has a really nice rumble and
lots of torque. The riding stance is perfect for around town, it handles well, and it's a ton of fun
to ride. A real barn find I also travel a bit so if you are close might be able to deliver Please look
at pictures close and ask questions I buy-sell. For sale Yamaha XS, runs great and starts really
easy. Newer tires, kicks right over, perfect seat, no tank rust. Electric start works, but makes
noise. No turn signals. Gauges need new boots. Centerstand only. Clean title. I'm available most
of the time, day or night. To be clear I will sell internationally but I will not assist in the in the
process. All shipping responsibility lies with the buyer, thanks! Keywords: Yamaha, Honda, XS,
, XS , motorcycle, cafe, cafe racer, vintage, japanese, twin, , 77, , 76, , 75, , 74, , 73, , 72, , 71,
antique, collector, classic, bobber, chopper, retro. This bike has been completely "gone over". It
starts up right away and runs great. I am the second owner of this. The original own
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er put it storage without prepping it, hence, the tank and fuel lines needed to be replaced. Don't
let the fact that it has 27k on it. It runs great and will for years to come. One of the downsides is
that with the non vacuum petcocks, they must be turned to off each time it's shut down. Neutral
can be a little hard to find sometimes but the gearbox works well. I am selling it locally so I
reserve the right to cancel the auction at any time. I have had some interest in it already. I have
the title and documentation. Good luck! I want cash in person. And the YZF is even better in
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